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SUmmARY
The results of pressure distribution tests conducted in the Langley Unitary
Plan wind tunnel are presented without analysis. The data were obtained for
three sets of cruciform aft-tail control surfaces on a wingless missile model at
Math i_umbers of 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70 for angles of attack from-4 ° to 20 °, model
roll angles from 0 ° to 90 °, and tall deflections of 0° and -15 ° . The test Rey-
nolds number llsed was 6.6 x 106 per meter.
Volume I presents the pressure distributions for a trapezoidal tail; vol-
ume If, for a clipped d_lta tail; and volume IIl, for a cranked tail.
INTRODUCTION
Theoretical _prodynamic[sts are c_ntlnually seeking consistent and accurate
e×per_menta! data a_ _n aid in the development a_] evaluation of computational
metho_Is. 'J'h{9 study wa_ made to provide a complete set of pressure distribution
data on three sets of cruciform aft-tail control surfaces for a wingless missile
mode I.
q'h:_ inve_t_qnt_on wa_ conducted Jn the Laugley Un|tarv Plan wind tunnel
,7_ M,7-.h nu,nl_r,r9 _f 1.r,0, 2._6, and 3.70 at a Royno]d:: number per meter of
r_.6 v ]06 . The ar_gle of attack was varied from --4° to 20 °, model roll angle was
varied from f)o to n0° [_ 22.5 ° increments, and tail r]eflectJ,";.s were 00 to -15 ° .
The model con:_|sve,] of a bod v of revolution with interch._ngeable aft-tall con-
trol _urfaces. Three sets of model tails with J,]entlcal root chords and span
lengLhs _ere L,_ed. The pressures were measured on two adjacent tall surfaces
(ta_!s I and 2) using 91 pressure orifices per tail surface. The results are













tail local chord, cm
free-stream Mach nu_er
local pressure, Pa
free-stream st0tic pressure, Pa







fr_e-stream dynamic pressure, Pa
longitudinal distance measured from local chord leading edge, cm
fraction of loca_ tail chord (see fig. ])
lateral distance measured from root chord, cm
fraction of exposed tail span (see fig. I)
angle of attack, deg
pitch control deflection (negative with leading edge down_ without
subscripts, refers to all tails; with subscripts, only to those
tails indicated), deg
model roll angle, positive clockwise when viewed from rear (_ = 0°
when tail no. ] is in lower vertical position, see fig. ]), deg
AbbrevlatJons:
L.S. lower surface (see fig. ])
U.S. upper surface (see fig. ])
APPARATUS AND TESTS
Tunnel
The tests were conducted in both the low and high Mach numbe_" test sections
of the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel which is a varlab]e-pressure, continuous-
flow facility. The asymmetric sliding-block nozzles lead to the test sections
and permit a continuous variation in Mach number from about ].5 to 2.9 in the
low Mach number test section and from about 2.3 to 4.7 in the high Mach number
test section.
Model
The configuration consisted of a simple wingless aft-tail cruciform con-
trol missile model with three sets of interchangeable tail surfaces. The pres-
sure tubes were integrally cast into the tall surfaces to permit a greater num-
ber of more closely spaced pressure orifices (9] per tail surface). Details
of the model and pressure orifice locations are given in figures ] and 2. The
upper- and lower-surface orifices were serviced by the same pressure tube, and
thus required the taping of one surface while the other surface was being
T! I'i
tested. The missile model was sting mountedfrom the rear on the main support
system of the tunnel.
Test Conditions


















6.6 x 10 6
6.6
6.6
The dew-point temperature measured at stagnation pressures was maintained
below 239 K to assure negligible condensation effects. In order to assure a
turbulent boundary layer, all tests were conducted with a boundary-layer transi-
tion strip on the b_x_y 3.05 cm aft of the nose. At a Mach number of 1.60, the
transition strip consisted of a 0.]6-cm-wide strip of sprinkled No. 60 sand.
For the other two Mach numbers, the strip was composed of single-spaced No. 40
san,].
Measurements
The angles of attack have been corrected for tunnel-flow misalinement.
Pressures were measured by six scanning valves. All pressure coefficients were
referenced to free-stream conditions. The accuracy of the scannlng-valve system
is within ] percent of the gage range. When expressed as pressure coefficients
Cp, ] percent of the gage range is 0.030 at Mach ].60, 0.0]6 at Mach 2.36, and
0.024 at Mach 3.70.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Due to the large volume of data and for the convenience of the reader, the
data are presented as three volumes as follows:
Volume I .... Trapezodial tail (planform A)
Volume II .... Clipped delta tail (planform B)
Volume III .... Cranked tall (planform C)
The pressure coefficients are given in tables I to XXIV, and, to aid the
reader, an index of tables follows:




























































Only a limited amount of machine-plotted data are presented to show trends,
but all data are presented in tabular form. The plotted data are presented in
the fo]lowJng figures:
Figure
Pressure coefficients, _h = 0o, 6 = 0o -
M= ].60 .............................. 3
M= 2.36 .............................. 4
M= 3.70 .............................. 5
Pressure coefficients, _ = 22.5 °, 6 - 0° -
M= ].60 ............................ 6
M= 2.36 .............................. 7
M= 3.70 .............................. 8
4
Pressure coefficients, _ = 45 ° , 6 = 0 ° -
M = 1.60 ..............................
M = 2.36 ..............................
M = 3.70 ..............................
Pressure coefficients, _ = 67.5 ° , 6 = 0 ° -
M = 1.60 ..............................
M = 2.36 ..............................
M = 3.70 ..............................
Pressure coefficients, _ = 90 ° , 6-- 0 ° -
M = 1.60 ..............................
M= 2.36 ..............................
M-- 3.70 ..............................
Pressure coefficients, _ = 0°, 62, 4 = -15 ° -
.J
M = 1.60 ..............................
M = 2.36 ..............................
M = 3.70 ..............................
Pressure coefficients, _ = 45 ° , 6 = -15 ° -
M= 1.60 ..............................
M-- 2.36 ..............................
M = 3.70 ..............................
Pressure coefficients, # = 90 ° , 61, 3 = -15 ° -
M= 1.60 ..............................
M= 2.36 ..............................
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